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President’s Message

I express my heartfelt thanks to all Committee members and the Sri Lankan community of 
Hamilton for their unstinted support and co-operation in making our performance for this 
year a great success!

We responded to the Covid issues positively and initiated many alternate projects, detailed 
below,  to compensate for those that were disrupted,  providing excitement and camaraderie 
in the process.  

A cursory glance of our financial performance Is also presented herewith for your information.

The pandemic created many obstacles forcing us to abandon our original plans and prioritise 
issues catering to the needs of our community.  The overwhelming support and response from 
the general membership was heart-warming proving that adversity brings about the best from 
mankind.

One of these projects that rendered a much-needed service to the community was the Covid 
Awareness Programme. We organised discussion sessions with the support of six medical 
professionals specialised in Human Physiology, Gynaecology and Obstetrics, Immunisation 
and Psychology, all  live-streamed and uploaded to the Society’s YouTube channel. Coinciding 
with these projects, we held different discussions and events such as: ‘Kalu Nowana Sudu’ 
panel discussion attended by New Zealand and Sri Lankan medical professionals.

When the government imposed restrictive measures due to Covid-19, especially on movement, 
most  members found it difficult to procure their basic essentials. Therefore, we launched the 
‘Dry Food Distribution Project’ to alleviate their hardship to a certain extent. 

In Sri Lanka, the scarcity of essentials, food, and medical facilities was severe. Our appeal to 
the community under the ‘Help Sri Lanka’ project garnered enormous support with generous 
donations. The value of funds and materials collected exceeded SLRs 3.5 million.   The funds 
were donated to the Sri Lanka College of Paediatricians, Colombo.  The equipment was sent 
to the Children’s Ward in Galle.

Despite the disruptions, some of our regular events proceeded with the community’s support. 
People of all faith participated in ‘Pahan Tharu Rayak’. Christmas Fiesta held on December 18, 
2021, at the Elim Church Auditorium, Hamilton showcasing unity, brotherhood, and mutual 
respect sans race-religion barriers. An adults Christmas Play combined with carol singing was 
included along with musical performances by talented Sri Lankans to make the event lively.    

New Year Eve Dinner Dance was another success, held on December 31, 2021. The community 
welcomed the New Year and bade goodbye to the past year.  All participants were able to 
return to their every-day life after nearly two years of extended lockdowns at various levels. 
The event concluded with an exciting raffle draw.    
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The 23rd Poson Programme was held on June 18, 2022, to commemorate the arrival of Buddhism 
in Sri Lanka. It was also intended to honour the start of the ‘Waikato Meditation Centre’ and 
the commemoration of the 25th anniversary of the Sri Lankan Buddhist Temple in Hamilton. 
Venerable Meththetya Thero ushered proceedings with an opening sermon. Following this, a 
play titled ‘Swadhiraja’ was staged portraying the Kalinga War in Indian history and how King 
Ashoka, under whose initiative Buddhism arrived in Sri Lanka, was transformed into a peace-
loving Buddhist King. This was followed with Bakthi Gee and many popular religious songs 
composed on the virtues of Lord Buddha and various ecclesiastical and cultural sites in Sri Lanka. 
Simultaneously scenes of those places were displayed on the wall screen. 

We have delivered over twenty thousand copies of Yellow Pages Directories covering a wider 
Hamilton area supported by over 100 volunteers, The income generated exceed $13,000, the 
highest we received from this project.

Amidst pandemic restrictions and uncertainty, we successfully conducted several Gavel Club 
sessions to train the youth as public speakers to overcome stage fright, shyness, reticence and 
introversion. We revived the Chess Club, which was closed temporally due to Covid-19 and 
received an encouraging number of participants.  Covid-19 restrictions disrupted the popular 
badminton training programme. However, the courts were booked, and  facilities made available 
for members to participate.  Kandyan Dancing Classes, a project started in the present form two 
years ago, has been popular among the Sri Lankan youth. There are two groups, senior and junior 
trainees performing at different levels. The Poson Cultural Show afforded an opportunity for the 
junior group to present their performance on the stage.

We thank the auditor for pointing out some lapses in certain operational areas and we have 
taken remedial action in accordance with  the recommendations.

The SLFS team, the Trust, endeavoured to navigate  members through this most challenging 
period of the Society’s history with dedication, pursuing the basic principles of good governance; 
transparency, professionalism, accountability, equality among diversity and the readiness to 
accept responsibility. 

Finally, on behalf of the Trust, I thank all our community members and the funding organisations 
for the support extended to make our journey successful. 

Whilst welcoming the new team to the helm of this prestigious Society, we extend our full 
support with th same enthusiasm.

Devinda Mahavithana
President
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Secretary’s Message

An uncertain period and challenging time marked Year 2021/2002. New Zealand was beset 
with continuous lockdowns, albeit travel and gathering restrictions, isolation, new virus 
variants infecting the community and other illnesses. To compound the above, our motherland 
was plagued with an economic recession and political instability which personally impacted 
us in one way or another forcing us to adjust our lives to suit the current circumstances. To 
circumvent some of these issues, SLFS introduced new projects and programmes: Covid-19 
Discussion Guide and Seminar; Helping Sri Lanka Project; Covid Help - Information and Dry 
Food Distribution Project. 

The SLFS Committee is a multi-skilled group with outstanding concept developers, organisers, 
decorators, writers and supporters in various disciplines carrying out their duties and 
responsibilities with dedication and enthusiasm. Thank you, Team, for accepting my invitation 
to join the committee during these challenging times.

A precursor for the committee was to offer and cater to unfilled requirements, which is expected 
from a wider friendship society. The majority of us inculcate the Sri Lankan culture which is 
mirrored in our daily lives. Engrained with this Sri Lankan tradition and belief, we arrived in 
New Zealand and the SLFS was born out of the Sri Lankan community’s need to create unity 
among all Sri Lankans. SLFS is open to every individual who is willing to initiate constructive 
change, display values, traditions, and celebrate cultural heritage. We are here to support 
and facilitate your motivation, dedication, and desire. On behalf of SLFS, I humbly express 
our sincere gratitude to the donor organisations, all program co-ordinators, choreographers, 
parents, children, community members and associated volunteers. We have nurtured SLFS for 
the past 28 years in Waikato. It is on the shoulders of those giants that we move forward to 
better the future generation of “Kiwi-Sri Lankans”. 

Harindu Lorensu
Secretary
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Susith Fernando
Treasurer

Devinda Mahavithana
President 

Harindu Lorensu
 Secretary 

Ruwan Fernando
Vice President 

Executive Committee

Jagath PillippuhewaNuwan Dayananda Lakshan Wakista Asanga Kumara

Shani FernandoMalsha Maduwanthi Chathurika
Samarakoon

Nikesha Palihawadana

Sithika Fernando
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Christmas celebration has been an annual event of SLFS Waikato for well over 20 years.  SLFS 
successfully hosted Pahan Tharu Rayak - Christmas Fiesta 2021 on December 18, 2021 at the 
Elim Church Auditorium, Hamilton. 

Living in a multi-ethnic society, in which different religions and ethnic groups live together, 
the collective effort in staging this event symbolized Sri Lanka’s unity in diversity, showing the 
richness of the island nation. At the heart of the Christian celebration are the stories surrounding 
the birth of Jesus Christ. Most children are familiar with the elements of this story, like the 
appearance of angels, the experiences of Jesus’s parents, Mary and Joseph, and the wise men 
who followed the star to find Jesus on the night he was born.

To exist in a multi-ethnic society, where different religions and ethnic groups inhabit and 
share their lives, it was heartwarming to witness other cultures and faiths join in celebrating 
this joyous occasion. Talented young and adults from the Sri Lankan community contributed in 
performing at the event. An adult’s nativity play was staged for the first time in SLFS Christmas 
celebrations, combined with carol singing. The cast enacted their own version reminiscing 
biblical times with the aid of authentic stage decor by Jagath Pillippuhewa, sounds by Ushan 
Madhuranga, traditional tabla by Ruwan Fernando, narrated by Devinda Mahavithana, and dance 
choreographed by Malsha Maduwanthi. Mary was portrayed by Nadi Dharmasiri and Rohitha 
Karunaratne performed the role of Joseph. The three kings, shepherds, and innkeeper per-
formed professionally in traditional costumes showing Jesus incarnate among people, beyond 
cultural differences. 

The adult’s nativity play was written and directed by Susith Fernando. Among many other 
beautiful items, cellist Nuwan Vithanage’s virtuoso performance with “Hallelujah” accompanied 
by pianist Ushan Madhuranga was a highlight. The overall event was co-ordinated by Susith 
Fernando and Oshanganie Fernando.

Please check the following link to see more on this event. 

Pahan Tharu Rayak - 
Christmas Fiesta

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gsA8ZNZpnpQ&t=3s  
https://www.elanka.com.au/pahan-tharu-rayak-christmas-fiesta-2021-by-clifford-lazarus/  
https://www.dailymirror.lk/print/news-features/Christmas-Fiesta-202-Pahan-Tharu-Rayak-
earns-standing-ovation-in-NZ/131-228852O
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31st Night 2021

Dinner Dance
The 31st Night Dinner Dance was revived at the end of last year affording many revelers the 
opportunity to bid goodbye to Year 2021 and usher in Year 2022 swaying their hips to the lively 
music of Madhushan whose repertoire wowed all ages.  

SLFS would like to express its sincere gratitude to Dr Amrit Lad for sourcing the Phoenix Hall to 
host this event.  Thank you Susith Fernando, Devinda Mahavithane, Udayangani Samarakkody 
and Harindu Lorensu for preparing the venue and our appreciation goes out to Lakshan Wakista 
for arranging the midnight balloon shower.Pooja and Sadeuna Mallawarachchi kept the children 
entertained with face painting while scanning of entry passes and book-keeping was courtesy 
of Shiranthi Perera, Sashith Fernando and Sithika Fernando.

Shiroza provided a sumptuous biriyani dinner for the night with Nilanthi Munasinghe and 
Janaki Vithanage coordinating the distribution. The gifts for the raffle draw were sponsored 
by Midlands Paediatric Specialist, Dhammika  Subasinghe, Niroshan Mallawarachchi, Sanath 
Vithanage, Ruwan Fernando, and Devinda Mahavithane for providing. SLFS appreciate your 
support very much. After a hiatus of two years due to Covid the revival of this annual event was 
a memorable night. This event was co-ordinated by Ruwan Fernando, Vice President of SLFS.
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Let’s Rise Again - Black and White (Kalu saha Sudu)

Covid 19 Awareness Seminar
In the initial project founded by NZ Lottery COVID-19 Community Wellbeing Fund, SLFS aimed 
to organise a few workshops.  Notwithstanding issues related to numbers in attendance due to 
Covid restrictions, sourcing venues and availability of human resources to conduct the entire 
project as originally envisaged, SLFS held an awareness seminar with restricted in-person 
participation to comply with the traffic-light system. For wider community participation, the 
seminar was live video streamed among our community and uploaded on YouTube.

The theme of the seminar: ‘Let’s Rise Again’ - Black & White (Kalu & Sudu) - We are stronger 
when we come together - An outbreak of a pandemic disease in Waikato. 

Six professionals were invited to address our community from specialised disciplines 
namely: “Human Physiology with Covid Virus; Pregnancy and Women related complications; 
Immunisation of children against the 13th of the SARS-CoV-2 variants; Psychological health 
and wellbeing; Spiritual health and socio-economic impact on our lives.  The duration of the 
programme was 2 1/2 hours. Dr Udayangani Samarakkodi, Consultant Paediatric Surgeon, 
WDHB; Dr Manjula Ratnaweera, Consultant Physician, WDHB; Dr Ranjan Colonne, Consultant 
Obstetrician and Gynecologist; Dr Ari Kannivelu, Consultant Paediatric Cardiologist, WDHB; 
Dr Tilak de Almeida, Consultant, WDHB; and Dr Cherumi Silva, Consultant Physician – COVID, 
WDHB were among the professionals who conducted the seminar.

A Sri Lankan takeaway dinner was offered to all participants and a musical item was performed 
by Ushan Maduranga as a tribute to the front-line true heroes of health services, MIQ facility 
staff members, police and armed forces for placing themselves in danger for the benefit of the 
public.   An event was organised as a remembrance for those people who lost their beautiful 
lives due to Covid-19.  Professional artist, Rohitha Karunaratne joined Jayathu Fernando 
and his team to perform a short drama about Covid-19 delivering a strong message to the 
community.

Further, a bulk pack of printing materials of COVID-19 posters, leaflets and flyers from https:// 
covid19.govt.nz/covid-19-vaccines/get-the-facts-about-covid-19-vaccination/covid-19- 
vaccine-resources/posters-and-videos/#posters website was ordered and distributed among 
the community.

Harindu Lorensu,  Secretary SLFS, was the co-ordinator for  this event which turned out to be  
an immense success. Please check the following link to view the full event:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=phqIW_fpn_8 

SLFS would like to thank NZ Lottery Grants Board for funding this event, and granting a year 
extension to utilize the funds considering the circumstances.
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Swadhirajyaya - Sisilasaka Arunalu

Poson Programme and a 
Cultural Show
SLFS successfully hosted the Poson Programme 2022 for the 23rd time combined with a 
cultural show: Swadhirajyayaa - Sisilasaka Arunalu. The programme was held at Southwell 
School Auditorium on June 18th, 2022. This was a joint-event to commemorate the arrival of 
Buddhism in Sri Lanka over 2300 years ago and the 25th anniversary of the Waikato Meditation 
Centre. It was an evening filled with Poson Bathi Gee (singing), and cultural dancing, drumming, 
and acting, showcasing the rich history of Buddhism in Sri Lanka.

Venerable Meththeya began proceedings with an Anusasana followed by two outstanding 
children’s performances: Poson Sandee and Mal Sugandee.  Another highlight was the Drama 
with actors excelling in their roles to bring alive the scenes of the Kalinga War, Pataliputtha 
Nagaraya, and Raja Sabhawa. The drama script was written by Devinda Mahavithana, and 
directed by Rohitha Karunaratne.  Bakthi Gee took the audience on a pilgrimage to the world 
heritage cultural sites of Sri Lanka, including the sacred city of Anuradhapura and the ancient 
city of Polonnaruwa while traditional drummers were able to take the audience down memory 
lane to the Kandy Dalada Perahera. 

This gracious event drew to a close with Poson Dansala combined with a stunning display of 
Vesak Lanterns. We appreciate the participation and dedication of all those who took part 
to make this event a tremendous success.  Our special thanks go out to Ruwan Fernando for 
supporting Poson Programme for the past 23 years.
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Let’s have FUN! 

Yellow Pages Project

Traditional Kandyan 
Dancing Class

Yellow Pages distribution project is a major revenue generating project for SLFS. This year 
we undertook the challenging task of distributing copies to three large areas: Ngaruawahia, 
Melville and Hamilton East.   A total of 20,330 copies was distributed within six working days 
with the participation of nearly 100 members.

It was the highest number of copies distributed by SLFS since the inception and generated an 
income of $13,176. We thank all volunteers, and specially Sanjaya Diyadawa for developing 
the electronic maps.

The traditional Kandyan dancing class continues to provide young Sri Lankan children in 
Hamilton the opportunity to learn traditional Kandyan dancing with a focus on technique and 
dancing to traditional drums.

In mid-2021 the class welcomed a group of new junior students and now conducts two parallel 
groups (junior and original senior group) on a Wednesday evening at Hillcrest Normal School 
Hall. The availability of several teaching volunteers is fortuitous whose valuable commitment 
makes running both groups possible and allows the inclusion of the key traditional Kandyan 
drumming accompaniment.

Covid lockdowns have severely impacted the continuation and flow of learning in the class 
over the last year, however both groups have done well to continue to improve over this time. 
Furthermore, the Poson cultural show provided a performance opportunity that, while slightly 
deviating from the class program, was a very valuable experience for the junior group.

Main dancing trainer is Nissanka Weerakon, and the students were co-ordinated by Janaki 
Vithanage. SLFS dancing co-ordinator is Harindu Lorensu.

SLFS would like to thank Creative Waikato Grant for supporting the SLFS dancing programme. 
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Toastmasters

Gavel Club
Gavel Club is conducted in affiliation with Toastmasters International to inspire young Sri Lankans 
to be public speakers. Gavellians meet every fortnight at the Community Waikato to enhance 
their public speaking skills. This is a great opportunity to overcome stage-fright, shyness, and 
introversion. Despite a challenging year marked with Covid lockdowns and uncertainty, SLFS 
managed to provide the service to many children under the able guidance and supervision of 
Roshan Perera (Toastmaster) and Shermi Perera. Gavel Club activities were co-ordinated by 
SLFS committee members Nikesha Palihawadana and Mihiri De Silva. 

Checkmate 

Chess Club
The Chess Club serves as a social, informational, instructional or competitive meeting place for 
people to get together through chess and has proved to be the most popular program among 
three generations. Though the Chess Club remained temporarily closed during Covid-19, SLFS 
has revived this recreation, and welcomes Prashant Mistry, a top-ranked New Zealand chess 
player, to conduct the Chess Club. SLFS appreciates the support received from its members 
and community volunteers towards the success of this club. The Chess Club activities were 
co-ordinated by SLFS committee member Lakshan Wakista.

Stay fit

Badminton Club
Despite Covid-19 disruptions we continued our social badminton programme at Waikato 
Badminton Association - Lugton Park. This was a casual programme run on most Sundays in 
response to requests from our members. Unfortunately, we were unable to conduct scheduled 
training programmes and tournaments due to Covid restrictions. Nevertheless, the courts 
were pre-booked and badminton equipment made available for our members to indulge in 
the sport. The Badminton Club activities were co-ordinated by Chaturika Samarakoon and 
Shani Fernando.
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Dry food distribution

Covid-19 Pandemic
Taking stock of the hardship 
experienced by many Sri Lankan 
families struggling to acquire 
medicines, groceries and other 
essentials during isolation, SLFS 
initiated a dry-food distribution 
programme reaching out to Sri 
Lankans living in Hamilton, to ease 
their pain. SLFS acknowledges the 
generous contributions from its 
members towards this event with 
special thanks to Ruwan Fernando 
and Lakshan Wakista for going 
beyond the call of duty. 

We are for Motherland

Helping Sri Lanka Project
A state of emergency was declared after President Rajapaksa vacated his post following months 
of mass protests over the island’s economic crisis. Officials attribute the lack of fuel and essential 
services to the dearth of foreign exchange resulting in the country’s inability to replenish stocks. 
Thus, SLFS has been inundated with many requests from hospitals and professional bodies to 
help replenish urgent medical stocks.

Heeding the request from our 
motherland, SLFS’ appeal resulted 
in magnanimous contributions from 
Hamilton Sri Lankans and other 
communities resulting in medical 
equipment worth over SLK Rupees 3.5 
million being sent to the Karapitiya 
Children’s hospital in Galle and SLK 
Rupees half a million donated to the 
Sri Lanka College of Paediatricians. 
This program was co-ordinated by 
Harindu Lorensu.

Thank you Kapila Dissanayake and 
Eco Air and Sea Cargo Company for 
shipping the items free of charge. 
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